5.0 Concepts for Improvement of the Corridor
5.1 Strategy
The solution to the problems of the Route 101 Corridor in Bedford must have several interrelated
parts.

5.1.1 Capacity
In order to reduce traffic cutting through residential neighborhoods, congestion on the highway
must be relieved. Congestion already occurs at Route 114, Constitution Drive, and Meetinghouse
Road, while the Wallace Road intersection which was improved in the 1990s functions reasonably
well. Improvements of congested intersections are therefore of high priority. However, projected
traffic increases will exceed the capacity of the roadway segments between the intersections within
the 20-year time horizon of the study, and it will be necessary to add a lane in each direction,
throughout Bedford. The area east of Wallace Road has the heaviest volumes and needs attention
before the western portion of the highway.

5.1.2 Safety
To improve safety, traffic should enter Route 101 at signalized intersections to the extent practicable. The Hardy/Jenkins intersection has experienced many severe accidents and its signalization is
the highest priority. Left turns from the highway are obviously safety concerns, because vehicles
need first to stop in traffic and then cross the oncoming traffic. As volumes grow, gaps will become
less frequent and hazards will increase correspondingly. When lanes are added, left-turning traffic
will need to cross two oncoming lanes. While relief can be provided in the short-term by adding
center left turn lanes, the only long-term solution to this problem is to restrict left turns to a smaller
number of locations by adding a raised median (a curbed area, not a barrier) with left turn pockets
at key locations. Outbound left turns (from driveways and side streets onto the highway) are even
more hazardous because they must both cross traffic and merge. Consequently, turns onto the highway should be restricted to right-turns wherever possible; opportunities to reverse direction safely
must be provided. Alternative routes to signalized intersections will provide safe left turns at the
cost of some inconvenience. However, many people already use alternate routes to avoid hazardous
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left turns, and those who are inconvenienced in this way will benefit directly from improved safety.
Better enforcement of speed limits is also important.

5.1.3 Access Management
In addition to improving safety, managing the way traffic enters and leaves the highway will also
improve traffic flow. In fact, access management is a key part of the Corridor Plan. It is also increasingly important to the funding agencies, New Hampshire DOT and Federal Highway Administration, that capacity improvements like additional lanes are combined with access management so
that capacity is not eroded over time by increases in the number of curb cuts along the highway.
Therefore, the Corridor Plan includes access management initiatives such as seeking connections
between commercial lots so a single driveway entrance can be shared, and providing connections to
collector roads so that traffic can enter the highway at a signalized intersection. In some cases,
businesses may need left turn access to and from the highway to function; these should be considered on a case-by-case basis during engineering design, but the overall number of left turns must be
reduced to meet the goals of safety and improved traffic flow.

5.1.4 North-South Connections
Route 101 has a barrier effect, dividing the town in half. To overcome this effect, an overpass in the
town center is proposed. This overpass will carry pedestrians, bicycles, and local traffic only. Bedford’s
town center is low density with key buildings and uses such as the church, Town Offices, Town Hall,
library, shopping, and recreation on opposite sides of Route 101. The overpass will connect these
uses. Because access to the highway is managed with improved traffic flow on Route 101, and
intersection design and signal timing at Meetinghouse Road to discourage traffic from diverting
from the highway, the overpass will not stimulate high volumes of traffic in the town center. In fact,
traffic volumes in the historic center will be reduced by the Corridor Plan improvements.
At other locations in town, the Corridor Plan proposes signalized intersections rather than overpasses/interchanges. Traffic signals are not as effective as overpasses in terms of north-south connections, but were recommended for a variety of reasons (see Rejected Concepts, below), and they do
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improve vehicular crossings compared to today’s unsignalized intersections.

5.1.5 Town Center
One of the objectives of the Corridor Plan is to strengthen and improve the town center. The overpass described above is a key part of the strategy to improve the center. Other elements include a
landscaped boulevard together with design guidelines for architecture and landscaping specific to
development along Route 101 in the commercial center. These will result in a recognizable sense of
place, higher quality of development, and a more pedestrian-friendly commercial district. These
improvements and gateway landscaping at Wallace Road and Meetinghouse Road will also signal
to drivers that they are entering a different stretch of the highway where lower speeds are necessary.
The town center improvements will also support a public greenspace on town owned land between
Bell Hill Road and Meetinghouse Road.

5.1.6 Corridor Aesthetics
All of the intersection and highway segment improvements should be designed in accordance with
landscaping guidelines to provide an attractive view from the road and avoid the bare-bones look of
the Wallace Road intersection improvement. Design guidelines for commercial development along
Route 101 will improve aesthetics both in the center and along the rest of the highway by requiring
good site landscaping, compatible architecture, and appropriate lighting and signage, and avoiding
large parking lots in front of commercial buildings.

5.1.7 Pedestrians and Bicycles
The Corridor Plan suggests priority routes for pedestrians and bicycles in the town center, and provides a shoulder usable by on-the-road cyclists throughout the corridor. The overpass described
above is a major connection for both pedestrians and bicycles. Sidewalks should be installed as part
of the Route 101 capacity improvements in the commercial center and elsewhere as appropriate, a
decision that should be made during engineering design of each roadway segment. A full-scale off-
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road path paralleling the highway was not recommended because it would necessitate land takings.

5.1.8 Summary of the Strategy
The Route 101 Corridor Plan is a strategy to reduce problems and realize benefits. It has several key
parts:
• Intersections and then roadway segments must be improved to make them safer, accommodate
traffic and reduce traffic diverting through residential neighborhoods.
• Access to the highway must be managed for safety. Hazardous left turns must be reduced, and
turning traffic should be directed to protected intersections to enter and leave the highway safely.
There will be some inconvenience, but the people affected will directly benefit from increased
safety. Provisions must also be made for left turns into business entrances.
• An overpass for local traffic, pedestrians and bicycles can reconnect the north and south halves of
Bedford’s Town Center.
• A boulevard cross-section with a landscaped median, tree-lined roadway, and development
guidelines for development will make Bedford’s commercial center a better place to do business
and shop. The improvements will also signal drivers to slow down.
• Roadway improvements must be well-landscaped, and guidelines for commercial development
should be implemented to improve aesthetics.

The following sections present specific concepts for improving the corridor from end to end.

5.2 Intersection Improvements
Intersection improvements address immediate and longer range safety problems and are a fundamental part of the Route 101 Corridor strategy. Improved intersections provide appropriate access
to the highway at intervals throughout the town, and, therefore, are a much safer alternative to
many smaller points of access with uncontrolled left turns and also provide better traffic flow,
reducing the incentive to leave the highway for alternate routes through residential areas; signal
timing is an important means to fine tune traffic flow for this purpose.
Operational analyses were conducted for each of the six signalized intersections for the 20-year
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design conditions with the planned improvements in place. For the purpose of designing state maintained roadways, the New Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT) has established
Level of Service (LOS) D as a minimum acceptable operating condition. Therefore, each of the key
intersections was designed to operate at LOS D or better.
The results of the analyses show that the Joppa Hill Road/Stowell Road and the Hardy Road/
Jenkins Road intersections will each operate at LOS B during the 2021 AM and PM peak hour
conditions. The Wallace Road intersection would operate at LOS D during the during both the AM
and PM peak hours while the intersections of Meetinghouse Road and Old Bedford Road/Constitution Drive would each operate at LOS C during the AM peak hour and LOS D during the PM peak
hour. The dual-level traffic signal at the Route 114/Boynton Street intersection will operate at LOS
C or better.
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5.2.1 Joppa Hill Rd. Intersection
5.2.1.1 Description
The intersection of Joppa Hill Road, Stowell
Road, and Route 101 would be reconstructed as
a signalized intersection with a five-lane crosssection. There would be two travel lanes in each
direction, one for through and right turn movements, and one for through movements. In addition, there would be a left turn lane in each
Route 101 approach. The Joppa Hill and Stowell
Road approaches would be widened to provide
two approach lanes, allowing separation of left
and right turn movements; one of the lanes on
each approach would also serve through movements.
In addition, an at-grade ramp is provided from
Route 101 in each direction to all “jug-handle
turns” in which a vehicle would leave the highway, come to a stop, make a left turn on Joppa
Hill or Stowell Road, and make a left turn at the
traffic signal. This permits both large vehicles such
as school buses and trucks to reverse direction
easily.
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5.2.1.2 Evaluation
Timing
Benefits

Long-range: within 15 years
-Safer access to/from Joppa Hill Rd
-Can safely reverse direction on 101 with jug-handle lane.

Impacts

-No wetland impact
-Increased traffic on Joppa Hill Rd.
-Some noise from traffic accelerating from the intersection on green.

Takings

-Vacant land near the highway right-of-way for the jug-handle ramps.
-No buildings

Access Management

-Provides safer access to 101 from connecting streets, and permits traffic
further east whose left turns are restricted to reverse direction easily.

Cost
Comments

$2 million
Selected in preference to overpass because intersection has lesser land
takings, is smaller and farther from nearby residences. The traffic signal
is also a lower speed design than an overpass and provides gaps in traffic
for downstream traffic to enter the highway.
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5.2.2 Hardy/Jenkins Signalized Intersection
5.2.2.1 Description
The intersection of Hardy Road, Jenkins Road,
and Route 101 is the most hazardous in the
Bedford Route 101 Corridor. It would be reconstructed as a signalized intersection with a fivelane cross-section. There would be two travel lanes
in each direction, one for through and right turn
movements, and one for through movements. In
addition, there would be a left turn lane in each
Route 101 approach. The Hardy and Jenkins
Road approaches would not be widened.
It is recommended that the Pine Tree Place office
development should receive a connection to
Jenkins Road, so that traffic from Pine Tree Place
to the west could use the traffic signal to make a
left turn. This would permit left turns from the
existing driveway on Route 101 to be restricted.

5.2.2.2 Evaluation
Timing
Benefits

Short range: within 5 years
-Safer access to Rte 101
-Improved traffic flow

Impacts

-No wetland impact
-Increased traffic on Hardy and Jenkins, which are collector streets.

Takings

-Within current highway right-of-way.
-New driveway access for business on northeast corner
-Kennel business on the northeast corner may require access to be
relocated behind the building; taking/relocation of the building is
possible, pending engineering design if final curb lines are too close.
-Provides more appropriate access point to Rte 101 for Bedford’s
neighborhoods both north and south of the highway which are served
by Hardy and Jenkins Roads
$2 million
Selected in preference to a diamond interchange which would have
major business takings.

Access Management

Cost
Comments

Similarly, the businesses on the north side of Route
101 east of Hardy Road could benefit from a
shared connection, enabling left turns to Route
101 eastbound to occur at the traffic signal.

Hardy and Jenkins Road intersection - photo by Bill Greiner
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5.2.3 Meetinghouse Intersection Improvements
5.2.3.1 Description
The signalized Meetinghouse Road intersection
is currently a major point of congestion on Route
101. Meetinghouse Road is also a shortcut to
South River Road, Merrimack, and the Everett
Turnpike. The improvement would improve the
intersection by widening to a five-lane cross-section on Route 101. There would be two travel
lanes in each direction, one for through and right
turn movements, and one for through movements. In addition, there would be a left turn
lane in each Route 101 approach. The Meetinghouse Road approaches would not be widened,
both to reduce impacts and to discourage using
Meetinghouse Road as a shortcut.
The intersection also acts as a gateway to the his-

toric town center and the commercial center along Route 101. As such it should be appropriately
landscaped as a gateway to the landscaped boulevard section in the commercial center, which will
also encourage drivers to moderate travel speeds.
Right-of-way width is adequate for the roadway improvements, but side-slopes may require easements on abutting property; this issue requires engineering design to determine the need for slope
easements, which would in any case not be extensive. Similarly, engineering and landscape design
must work to minimize impacts to the wetlands which lie close to the intersection.
5.2.3.2 Evaluation
Timing
Benefits

Short range: within 5 years
-Improves traffic flow with 5-lane cross-section.
-Reduces traffic cutting through historic town center
-Provides appropriate landscaping at gateway to historic center.

Impacts

-Limited wetland impacts; design should work to minimize footprint.

Takings

-Right of way currently adequate but may require limited easements for
side slopes.
-No building takings anticipated.
Traffic would be able to reverse direction during the left-turn signal
phase, supporting left turn restrictions in the commercial center.
$2 million
Selected in preference to a diamond interchange, which would be large
and have significant impacts to the historic character of the area and to
wetlands. An interchange or overpass would encourage more traffic to
use Meetinghouse Road and roads in the historic town center.

Access Management
Cost
Comments
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5.2.4 Reconfiguration of Rte 101/114 Intersection
5.2.4.1 Description
Old Bedford Road/Constitution Drive
The Old Bedford Road/Constitution Drive intersection is currently under traffic signal control and
operates at capacity during the peak hours of the day. However, the primary problem with the
existing intersection is that the Route 101 westbound approach is limited to a single through lane,
which creates a “bottleneck” resulting in traffic queuing back into the Route 114/Boynton Street
intersection. The plan calls for the widening of Route 101 at the intersection to include an exclusive
left-turn lane, a through lane, and a shared through/right-turn lane in the westbound direction and
an exclusive left-turn lane, two through lanes, and a shared through/right-turn lane in the eastbound direction. Lane use on the Old Bedford Road and Constitution Drive approaches to the
intersection would consist of a shared left-turn/through lane and an exclusive right-turn lane. Connections to nearby existing land uses such as the Bedford Village Inn and Carlyle Place would be
provided to Old Bedford Road and Constitution Drive, respectively to accommodate left-turn movements. This improvement is simple, costing on the order of $500,000 and requiring only a narrow
strip of land within the highway right-of-way. There would not be any takings or wetland impacts
and will largely solve the problem for several years.
Route 114/Boynton Street
The Route 114/Boynton Street intersection is currently under traffic signal control and has multiple
travel lanes on all four approaches to the intersection. Once the “bottleneck” condition at the Old
Bedford Road/Constitution Drive intersection is addressed, traffic operations at the Route 114/
Boynton Street intersection will improve dramatically. However, the existing lane use will not be
sufficient to accommodate the 20-year traffic volume projections. Accommodating the future traffic volumes would require additional travel lanes, additional widening and land taking. Additional
widening in this area would not be consistent with one of the primary goals of the study, which is to
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minimize roadway cross sections. For this reason the plan calls for the construction of an innovative
two-level signalized intersection.
The new intersection, which can for the most part fit within the existing intersection footprint,
would consist of a structured level above the existing intersection with the upper and lower levels
under traffic signal control. From an operational perspective, the two level intersection will be
capable of processing traffic much more efficiently with fewer lanes because each of the signals will
function as a simple two-phase operation rather than the existing 4-phase operation. In addition,
the topography at the intersection is such that structure fits well within the existing grades.
The lower level would accommodate the Route 101 northbound approach and the Route 114
southbound approach. Lane use on the Route 101 northbound approach would consist of a double
left-turn lane, two through lanes, and an exclusive left-turn lane. The Route 114 approach would
consist of an exclusive left-turn lane, two through lanes, and a right-turn lane.
The upper level would accommodate the Route 101 eastbound approach and the Boynton Street
westbound approach. Lane use on the Route 101 eastbound approach would consist of an exclusive
left-turn lane and a single through lane. The right turn movement would operate under free flow
operation. The Boynton Street approach would consist of an exclusive left-turn lane, a through
lane, and a right-turn lane.
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5.2.4.2 Evaluation
Timing
Benefits

Impacts
Takings

Mid- to long-range: within 15 years
Substantially improves traffic flow for both Rte 101 and Rte 114 and reduces
intersection accidents.
Reduces traffic cutting through neighborhood east of Rte 114 via Old Bedford
Road and Donald Street.
Area affected is largely vacant
No wetland impacts.
Requires small additional area of vacant land, but footprint is similar in size to
existing intersection..

Access Management
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Cost

$15-20 million

Comments

Old Bedford Road/Constitution Drive intersection would remain essentially as
improved in the short-term. Approaches on Old Bedford Road may require
widening to address traffic from the nearby proposed development,
independent of the 114/101 improvements, which are necessary even without
the development and adequate to accommodate it.
Construction staging and maintenance of traffic plans must be developed
during engineering design.
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5.3 Segment Improvements and Access Management
As discussed in the first major section of this report, traffic volumes are projected to increase approximately 1.7 percent per year (a roughly 40 percent increase in 20 years.) The existing Route 101
cross-section of one travel lane in each direction cannot accommodate these volumes. If no improvements are made, congestion and short-cutting through residential areas will increase substantially.
The general recommendation for these segments is to add a second travel lane in each direction,
maintaining a 5-foot shoulder for emergency stopping and bicycle traffic. There would be a raised
curbed median (not a barrier) that would be interrupted periodically with a left turn pocket, permitting vehicles to move out of the through lane before stopping and making a left turn. In keeping
with the corridor improvement strategy, these left turn locations would be located periodically
where access is needed for businesses and side streets, but not at every such curb cut. This means that
the engineering design should include detailed study and identification of connections between
parcels, with left turn breaks located so that more than one parcel can share the same left turn
pocket. In addition, outbound left turns from driveways and side streets should be avoided wherever possible for safety, although there may be some businesses that require outbound left turns to
function. Left turns onto the highway can best be served by connections to collector streets which
enter the highway at signalized intersections. The suggestions for the Hardy/Jenkins intersection
improvement are a case in point.
As noted above in the strategy section of this report, these turn restrictions will cause inconvenience
for some people, but the same people will also be the direct beneficiaries of greatly reduced risk of
serious accidents. Many people reportedly already avoid left turns onto the highway for safety.
The impacts of left turn restrictions are discussed in the RKG report in the Appendix. In general, it
is concluded that the improvements will be beneficial for businesses owing to much better access on
a town-wide and regional scale. For businesses such as gas stations and convenience stores that
depend on easy access in and out, there will be some impact if left turns from the business onto the
highway is restricted, but there is some data in a published 1999 study indicating that the decrease
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in sales of such establishments was very small (less than 2 percent) after completion of a raised
median.
Breaks in the median or mountable curbs would be provided at every point along the corridor that
requires access by emergency vehicles.
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5.3.1 Amherst Town Line to Hardy/Jenkins Roads
5.3.1.1 Description

West Convenience Store driveway
(photo by Karen Grimmett)

Beaver Lane at Route 101 looking east
(photo by Karen Grimmett)

This section of Route 101 would be widened to four lanes (2 lanes each direction— one 11-foot
lane and one 13-foot lane) with a 5-foot shoulder on each side and a 14-foot curbed central median, for a total width of 72 feet, plus landscaped borders. In a portion of this segment, the highway
right-of-way narrows from 100 feet to 65 feet, so additional land will be needed, but no building
takings are anticipated. Although the final location of left turn pockets will be determined during
engineering design, it is recommended that left turns should be considered into Freedom Way (which
has no other outlet) and at Elk Drive with a westbound left turn to the West Convenience Store and
a connection from this entrance to the Mobil/Dunkin Donuts next door. If outbound left turns are
necessary for the businesses, their shared entrance should be opposite Elk Drive. Left turn pockets
are also recommended at Hunters Road and Dearborn Lane/Grey Rock Road and at the Weathervane
Restaurant; during design, a possible connection from Grey Rock to Hardy Road should be investigated. A westbound left turn should also be considered at Pine Tree Place, with a new exit onto
Jenkins Road for traffic needing to turn left to westbound Route 101. Other driveways and Beaver
Lane should be right-turn in and out only. A parallel connection from Stowell Road to Gage Girls
Road should be considered during design to facilitate westbound movements from Gage Girls Road.
This project is a longer-term priority, and in the short-term provisions should be made for safer left
turns by installing a center left turn lane from the vicinity of Gage Girls Road to Elk Drive. This
would be an extension of the shorter left turn lane currently being provided at the Mobil/Dunkin
Donuts by the business owner. A short left-turn lane should also be provided at Twin Brook Lane.

Elk Drive (photo by Karen Grimmett)
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5.3.1.2 Evaluation: Amherst Town Line to Hardy/Jenkins Intersection

Timing
Benefits

68

Long range: within 15 years; should be coordinated with
Joppa Hill intersection. Short-term center turn lane as an
interim action.
-Better traffic flow and reduced accidents
-Safer access for residents of side streets and business
patrons

Impacts

-Limited wetland impacts near West Convenience Store.
-Inconvenience for movements using outbound left turns
-Some business impact due to turn restrictions but generally
beneficial for business.
-Highway marginally closer to nearest residences on Freedom
Way, Beaver Lane, Elk Drive.

Takings

-Strip of land to widen right-of-way from 65 to 100 feet
-No building takings anticipated

Access Management

-Reduces hazards and impediments to traffic flow by focusing
left turn locations. Outbound left turns should be prohibited for
safety.
-Reverse direction at Joppa Hill or Hardy/Jenkins Roads

Cost

$6 million

Comments

In the short-term it is recommended that a center turn lane be
added east of Gage Girls Road to Elk Drive and at Twin Brook
Lane. Cross-section west of Joppa Hill Road will be 4-lane
with center median based on coordination with the AmherstWilton Route 101 Corridor Study.
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5.3.2 Hardy/Jenkins Roads to Wallace Rd.
5.3.2.1 Description
This area would receive the same treatment as
the segment to the west, with 2 lanes each direction— one 11-foot lane and one 13-foot lane, a
5-foot shoulder on each side, and a 14-foot curbed
central median with left turn pockets, for a total
width of 72 feet, plus landscaped margins to the
limit of the highway right-of-way, which is 100
feet wide.

5.3.2.2 Evaluation
Timing
Benefits
Impacts

Takings

At Kahliko Lane, it is recommended that the end
of the street be realigned to meet Route 101 at a
right angle opposite a curb cut serving several
businesses on the south side of Route 101. Left
turn pockets are recommended for the Bethany
Covenant Church and at Hitching Post Lane. In
general, outbound left turns onto the highway
should be avoided, although they may be necessary for some businesses. This question and the
exact location of left turns should be considered
during engineering design with the benefit of
detailed survey information and a public process.
In the short-term, a center left turn lane is recommended from Kahliko Lane to Wallace Road
as an interim action.
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Access Management

Cost
Comments

Long range: within 15 years; plus short-term installation of
interim center turn lane from Kahliko Lane to Wallace Road.
-Better traffic flow and reduced accidents
-Safer access for residents of side streets and business patrons
-Limited wetland impacts near Wallace Road.
-Inconvenience for movements using outbound left turns
(Kahliko and Hitching Post Lane and businesses.)
-Some business impact due to turn restrictions but generally
beneficial for business
-Current right-of-way generally adequate
-No building takings anticipated.
-Reduces hazards and impediments to traffic flow by focusing
left turn locations. Outbound left turns should be prohibited
for safety; reverse direction at Hardy/Jenkins or Wallace.
$4 million
Businesses could link parking lots for more convenient shared
access.
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5.3.3 Wallace Road to Meetinghouse Road
5.3.3.1 Description
This segment of Route 101 encompasses the commercial center and the entrances to the historic
town center. It would be spanned by the proposed Nashua Road overpass described in the following
section.

Wallace Road at Route 101
(photo by Scott Wiggin)

The roadway cross-section would have two lanes each direction— one 11-foot lane and one 13-foot
lane and a 5-foot shoulder on each side, as in the other segments. Unlike the other portions of the
corridor, this segment would be designed as a boulevard with a 20-foot curbed central median with
left turn pockets and landscaped margins to the limit of the highway right-of-way, which is 100 feet
wide. Roadway width would be 81 feet.
Sidewalks are recommended behind the planting strip on each side of the roadway, and landscaping
would involve street trees in both planting strips and trees or other plantings in the median; (see
discussion of landscape guidelines in the section below.) Combined with commercial development
guidelines, a distinct image and sense of place for the commercial center would created, the center
would become more pedestrian-friendly rather than solely automobile oriented, and drivers would
be encouraged to moderate their speed. Gateway landscaping is recommended for both the Wallace
Road and Meetinghouse Road intersections to reinforce this distinct character.
As illustrated, the boulevard median has four breaks for left turns into businesses. A smaller number
of breaks may be appropriate, particularly if connections between businesses can be developed during design. As recommended for the other segments of Route 101, exact location of the left turn
pockets should be based on detailed survey, consideration of specific business needs for deliveries
and outbound left turns, and a public process. Ideally, connections between parcels should include
a connector road from Nashua Road to Wallace Road behind the businesses, which would also
accomplish the connection discussed in the section below on the Nashua Road overpass.
East of Nashua Road, there would be a left turn pocket in each direction serving the Mobil station
and the westerly entrance to Pinecrest Circle. The easterly entrance to Pinecrest Circle would be
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right-turn in and out only. Outbound left-turns onto the highway should be avoided if possible but
may be necessary for the operation of the Mobil station. From Pinecrest Circle, traffic desiring to go
westbound could merge to the left turn lane at Meetinghouse Road, from which a safe U-turn could
be made during the left turn phase.
Wetlands occur near Wallace Road (between the Rug Outlet and Hitchingpost Lane) and between
Nashua Road and Pinecrest Circle. In both areas, careful design must minimize wetland impacts by
using steeper side slopes and/or retaining walls to avoid or reduce intrusion into the wetlands; a
permitting process will be part of engineering design.
Provide a Double Left-Turn Lane
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5.3.3.2 Evaluation
Timing
Benefits

Mid-range: within 10 years
-Better traffic flow and reduced accidents
-Reduces cut-through traffic in the historic town center.
-Improves the appearance and pedestrian friendliness of town’s
commercial center and encourages drivers to slow down.
-Safer access for residents of side streets and business patrons

Impacts

-Limited wetland impacts near Wallace Road and between
Nashua Road and Pinecrest Circle..
-Inconvenience for movements using outbound left turns
(Pinecrest Circle & businesses)
-Some business impact due to turn restrictions but generally
beneficial for business

Takings

-Current right of way generally adequate; easements could be
used to expand landscaping on either side.
-No building takings anticipated
-Reduces hazards and impediments to traffic flow by focusing
left turn locations. Outbound left turns should be prohibited
for safety; reverse direction at Wallace or Meetinghouse Road.
$3 million
Design guidelines for town center reinforce this action.
Includes landscaping Wallace Rd. intersection.

Access Management

Cost
Comments
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5.3.4 Meetinghouse Road to Route 114
5.3.4.1 Description

Bedford Village Inn
(photo by Jayne Spaulding)

This area east of Meetinghouse Road would receive the same treatment as the segments west of
Wallace Road, with 2 lanes each direction— one 11-foot lane and one 13-foot lane, a 5-foot shoulder on each side, and a 14-foot curbed central median with left turn pockets, for a total width of 72
feet, plus landscaped margins to the limit of the highway right-of-way, which is 100 feet wide. At
Liberty Hill Road, turns would be restricted to right-turn in and out on the south side of Route
101. The segment north of Route 101 serves little traffic and would be closed altogether, with access
for property on this short segment via Bedford Center Road. Shaw and Colonial Drive are closely
spaced intersections on Route 101; a left turn pocket into Colonial Drive would be provided and
Shaw Drive limited to right turns in and out. A possible connection parallel to Route 101 between
Shaw and Colonial would improve access convenience for Shaw Drive and should be investigated
during engineering design. At Village Inn Lane, access would be right-turn in and out only; it is
recommended that the Village Inn be reconnected to Old Bedford Road by removing the berm
which presently blocks this access. Eastbound traffic from the Village Inn would then make a left
turn at the Old Bedford Road intersection. Right-turns in and out are recommended for Carlyle
Place; a parallel connection to Constitution Drive should be sought during engineering design.
There are large wetlands on both sides of Route 101 east of Meetinghouse Road. Engineering design
should strive to minimize intrusion into the wetland by reducing the footprint of the widened
roadway, using steep side slopes and/or retaining walls. The existing right-of-way is wide enough to
contain the widened roadway and no additional property will be required, although easements for
side slopes may be necessary. Care must be taken during design to avoid impacts to the large trees in
front of the Bedford Village Inn. The roadway will be only marginally closer to the Village Inn and
the historic houses on Liberty Hill Road nearest to the highway, so no historic impacts are anticipated. The area between Constitution Drive and Route 114 is described in the section above on the
improvement of that intersection.
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5.3.4.2 Evaluation
Timing
Benefits

Mid-range: within 10 years
-Improves traffic flow and safety.
-Reduces traffic cutting through residential areas

Impacts

-Some wetland impact where roadway currently bordered by
wetlands between Liberty Hill Rd and meetinghouse Rd.;
design should work to minimize footprint.
-Some impact to trees on south side of Rte 101 opposite Village
Inn.

Takings

-Some easements may be needed for side slopes.
-No building takings anticipated.
-Reduces hazards and impediments to traffic flow by focusing
left turn locations. Outbound left turns should be prohibited
for safety; reverse direction at Meetinghouse or Old Bedford
Rd.
$3 million
Emergency access provided at all streets.

Access Management

Cost
Comments
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5.4 Nashua Road Overpass and Connector Road
In response to the concern that Route 101 creates a barrier that bisects the town – separating neighborhoods and dividing the town center – a key element in the Corridor Plan is the construction of
an overpass that would span Route 101, connecting Nashua Road to Bell Hill Road. The overpass
would serve local motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. It would provide a single travel lane and a
bicycle lane in each direction as well as a sidewalk. The overpass will allow residents of Bedford
including children to access such facilities as the library on the north side and the recreational fields
on the south side without crossing the highway at an intersection. In response to public comments,
the Town Council requested that Nashua Road remain connected to Route 101 for right-turn movement only. To insure that non-local traffic is minimized, direct access to Route 101 at this location
should be limited to these right turns in and out of Nashua Road. (If direct access were to be
provided for all movements, the town center and the residential neighborhood in the area of Nashua
Road and County Road would experience a substantial increase in the volume of traffic.) This
improvement also eliminates the current off-set intersection whose location and poor geometry
makes it an inappropriate place to access the highway.
The overpass could be a handsome addition to the corridor, providing a gateway to the commercial
center from the east. The rendering in this section shows an arched bridge with rustic granite abutments recalling some of the historic bridges in the vicinity. The pictured tied-arch design also has the
advantage of a relatively thin roadway deck structure, which will facilitate engineering design of a
profile for the overpass.
One of the key components of the overall corridor strategy is to accommodate as many left-turn
movements as possible at the six signalized intersections (four existing signals and two proposed). In
some areas, this will require internal connections between adjacent properties or, in some instances,
the construction of connector roadways parallel to the highway. Without left-turn access to Route
101 at Nashua Road, the nearest traffic signals are located at Meetinghouse Road and at Wallace
Road. To gain access to the Wallace Road traffic signal, the plan calls for the construction of a
connector road linking Nashua Road and Wallace Road. The connector road would allow motor-
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Nashua Road at Route 101 - photo by Bill Greiner
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ists from the Nashua Road area to access Route 101 westbound at the traffic signal at Wallace
Road. It is also important to consider that a parcel of land located on Nashua Road is a potential
site for a new school, a proposal for which was recently defeated in a town ballot issue. In the event
that a new school is constructed on the parcel someday, the connector road would serve to direct
school-related traffic to Route 101 and away from the residential area. However, the connector
would serve an important purpose in mitigating local traffic with or without a new school.

Local Traffic Analysis

Proposed Connector
Road (location to be
determined)

Throughout the study, residents of the Nashua Road, County Road, and Kennedy Drive neighborhoods have expressed their opposition to the proposal to construct a connector road. They feel that
a connector road, particularly if it is located opposite County Road, would increase traffic flow and
travel speeds along County Road. The residents of the area raise a valid point, as motorists tend use
roadways that provide them the most direct connection to their destination. Constructing a connector road opposite County Road would essentially create a parallel east-west route to Route 101 that
would extend from Wallace Road to Patten Road. Such a direct connection might encourage motorists to use County Road as a short-cut route. This would contradict the plan’s goal of encouraging
motorists to travel on Route 101 and discouraging cut-through traffic in residential areas.
To avoid this direct route at County Road, any connection between Nashua Road and Wallace
Road should be located as close to Route 101 and as far away from County Road as possible. A
connector road that would run to the rear of the commercial uses along Route 101 with connections
to the parking areas and a connection to Chestnut Drive would allow motorists from the various
commercial uses to also access the signal at Wallace Road. In addition, if a school is someday
constructed on the Nashua Road site, the school could be connected directly to the access road.
Note that the connection to the rear of the commercial properties does not necessarily need to be a
continuous roadway. It could be a combination of a partial connector roadway with internal connections between the parking lots of the existing commercial establishments.
Some Bedford residents have expressed concern that the overpass could draw additional traffic into
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the historic town center. As stated previously, Nashua Road and Bell Hill Road would be discontinued at Route 101 and the overpass would have no direct access to Route 101. A major reason for
not providing direct access to Route 101 is so the overpass would be limited to local traffic and
would not draw traffic into the town center. Having said that, the overpass will obviously carry
traffic - otherwise there would be no reason to construct it- but it would not be an effective shortcut for through traffic.
It is important to recognize that the construction of an overpass or a new roadway doesn’t generate
new traffic. It simply provides motorists with additional choices that result in traffic being shifted
from one roadway to another. The amount of traffic that might use the overpass can be estimated
by examining the existing traffic flow in the area. During the peak hour of the day, the volume of
traffic (total of both directions) that currently crosses Route 101 between Nashua Road and Bell
Hill Road is relatively low, approximately 35 trips. One reason for the low volume is low demand,
but the more likely reason for the low volume is that motorists find it difficult to cross Route 101
at Nashua Road and Bell Hill Road and use other routes.
The two other routes in the area that currently accommodate the crossing of Route 101 are Wallace
Road and Meetinghouse Road. Could traffic potentially be drawn from these routes? During the
peak hour, the volume of traffic (total of both directions) that crosses Route 101 at Wallace Road is
approximately 230 trips. The volume crossing at Meetinghouse Road is approximately 185 trips.
The question is how much of this crossing traffic at Wallace Road or at Meetinghouse Road would
be drawn to the overpass. The answer is found by examining the origin and destination of motorists
and recognizing that motorists will choose the most direct and quickest route.
The majority of the crossings of Route 101 at Wallace Road are associated with commuter traffic
where residents of the north and northwest parts of Bedford travel to the south on Wallace Road in
the morning and in the reverse direction in the evening. These 230 trips per hour include residents of
the North Amherst Road area. With the installation of a traffic signal at the Hardy Road/Jenkins
Road intersection, some of this traffic would be diverted to Jenkins Road – perhaps as much as 20
percent or approximately 50 trips. This would reduce the crossing volume at Wallace Road to
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approximately 180 trips. Of the remaining 180 trips, it is expected that only residents living close
the town center or to the north in the Ministerial Road area might divert to the overpass. However,
as a percentage of the traffic remaining on Wallace Road it is not expected to be much more than 25
percent or approximately 45 trips.
As for the 185 trips crossing Route 101 at Meetinghouse Road, much of this traffic is directed to
and from Manchester or beyond and is using Meetinghouse Road to avoid the existing traffic congestion along Route 101. With the corridor improvements to Route 101 in place, many of those
motorists will choose to travel along the highway, as it will then be the quicker route. Therefore it is
unlikely that much of the Meetinghouse Road traffic would divert to the overpass. However, for the
purpose of this evaluation and as a “worst case” scenario, assume that as much as 25 percent or
approximately 45 trips are drawn to the overpass.
Therefore considering the 35 trips currently crossing Route 101 at Nashua Road and Bell Hill Road,
the nearly 45 trips that could divert from Wallace Road, and the “worst case” 45 trips that could
divert from Meetinghouse Road would result in a total volume on the overpass (total of both
directions) during the peak hour of as many as 125 trips. For the purpose of comparison, Bedford
Center Road within the town center currently processes over 500 trips in just one direction. With
the planned upgrade of Route 101 much of the 500 trips, which reflect cut-through traffic, would
be drawn away from the town center. As a result, the town center, with the upgrade of Route 101
and with the overpass, is expected to experience a substantial reduction in traffic.
As for any potential impact on the Nashua Road/County Road neighborhood, it is important to
recognize that the 125 vehicle-trips that would be using the overpass during the peak hour are not
new trips to Nashua Road or to the nearby streets such as County Road. In fact, during the PM peak
hour, Nashua Road currently processes approximately 250 vehicle-trips. Limiting the direct access
to Route 101 at Nashua Road to right turns in and out will help to reduce traffic on Nashua Road.
Provided these right turns will further limit traffic entering the town center via the overpass.
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Other Impacts and Property Requirements
Moving the proposed connector as far north as possible would eliminate impacts on the Kennedy
Drive neighborhood such as traffic noise. Relocating the connector would also avoid intrusion into
the wooded open space which is an important concern expressed by many of the residents who
spoke at the May 2002 public meeting. The exact location of the connector road would require the
detailed survey information that would be prepared during preliminary engineering design. Wetlands exist in the area behind the commercial properties near Wallace Road, so wetland impacts
would be an important consideration in the design, and a permitting process would be required.
Limited wetland impacts may also be associated with the modification of business access along the
north end of the overpass. Sensitive engineering design can minimize these impacts.
Property will be required for both the overpass and connector. For the overpass, an area of several
acres would be needed on the southeast corner of the overpass crossing, and a small area of land
along the northern portion of the overpass would also be required. Access for the businesses in the
northwest corner of the crossing would be modified but maintained for all buildings, and the overpass would rejoin Bell Hill Road at the North Amherst Road intersection.
As discussed in the section below on pedestrians and bicycles, the overpass will provide a major link for
these users and a potential connection to the town-owned open space north of Route 101.
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Evaluation

84

Timing

Short-range: within 5 years

Benefits

-Reconnects town center for pedestrians, bicycles, and local
vehicles with handsome gateway bridge.
-Removes substandard intersection of Nashua/Bell Hill/Rte 101
and redirects Nashua Rd traffic to Wallace Rd s ignalized
intersection.

Impacts

-Limited wetland impacts for connector road.
-Introduces traffic through undeveloped area between Wallace
and Nashua.
-Regrading of hillside southeast of crossing.

Takings

-Vacant land southwest of current intersection.
-New right-of way for 2-lane connector road. No building takings
anticipated.
-Reconfigures access to businesses on Bell Hill Rd.

Access Management

Improves access management by eliminating substandard
intersection and directing traffic to signalized intersection on
Rte 101.

Cost

$4.5 million

Comments

Essential to reconnect town center. Both overpass and
connector are necessary parts of this action. Right turn only
access to and from Route 101 should be provided at Nashua
Road.
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5.5 Pedestrian and Bicycle Transportation
The accompanying figures identify primary and secondary pedestrian and bicycle routes in the town
center.

Pedestrian Routes
Primary pedestrian routes follow the strong desire lines between uses and help to re-connect the
town center via the Nashua Road overpass. These primary routes should have sidewalks or off-road
paths for their entire length.
South of Route 101 this primary route should connect to the commercial area along Route 101. A
path meeting ADA requirements for wheelchairs was studied and found to be feasible. The sidewalks on the overpass should continue to the Town recreation facilities at the corner of County
Road. The Town may want to consider extending this sidewalk along County Road to the McKelvie
School and providing a sidewalk extension west of Nashua Road if a high school is eventually
constructed there.
On the north side of Route 101, the primary pedestrian route should extend to the library. Because
the Town owns a tract of land extending east from Bell Hill Road and abutting the library property,
it is recommended that a shared pedestrian/bicycle path be constructed along the edge of this parcel
on high ground above the wetlands. The path could connect through the library parking lot in a
number of ways. Alternate routes through the land between Bell Hill Road and the library were also
discussed by the Route 101 Advisory Committee.
Secondary routes may or may not require sidewalks. It is recommended that sidewalks be installed
on both sides when Route 101 is improved in the town center. In the future, as the center becomes
more pedestrian-oriented, these may become primary routes. It is also strongly recommended that
the Wallace Road intersection should have pedestrian crosswalks on all four approaches with a
pedestrian-activated walk signal. These crossings will be necessary, as the Nashua Road overpass is
too far east to serve businesses at the Wallace Road end of the commercial center which may receive
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Principal pedestrian routes connect the Library and Town
Hall with shopping and recreation. Sidewalks are not added
to historic town center roads.
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additional commercial development in the future.
In the historic town center, many of the streets will also be secondary pedestrian routes. After discussion with the Advisory Committee, it was concluded that there is a strong preference for as little
change in the historic center as possible, therefore, these secondary routes need not be retrofitted
with sidewalks, although caution signage to alert drivers to the presence of pedestrians should be
considered. If the town should reconsider this issue in the future, Amherst village illustrates ways to
place sidewalks in a historic context.
Outside the town center, the presence or absence of sidewalks should be considered during the
design process for each intersection and roadway segment. In the section on Landscape Guidelines,
it is recommended that a location should be reserved for sidewalks, even if they are not initially
installed. Although few people would walk the length of the Route 101 Corridor in Bedford, local
connections might be served by sidewalks along the highway, for example between Freedom Way
and Elk Drive. Outside the Route 101 Corridor, the Town may wish to consider sidewalk improvements along Old Bedford Road near the Memorial Elementary School and on key pedestrian routes
in the neighborhood between Donald Street and Boynton Street.

Most of Donald Street Lacks Sidewalks
(photo by Ryk Bullock)

Bicycles
In the town center, a primary bicycle route follows the Nashua Road overpass to connect the recreation facilities and shopping south of Route 101 with the library and other civic uses in the historic
town center. This off-road spine route could be extended along County Road to the McKelvie
School either with or without the addition of an off-road path within the right-of-way. Signage
should warn drivers of the presence of bicycles and the need to share the road. On-road bicycle
routes are appropriate for experienced cyclists, who use them today and would benefit from a bike
route designation. At the north end of the overpass, a shared pedestrian bicycle path could connect
to the library, as described above in the section on pedestrian routes.
Although not part of the official network of New Hampshire bike routes, Route 101 is itself a
bicycle route for experienced cyclists, and the recommended roadway cross-sections include a con-
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Principal bike routes connect uses in the town center. New
roads have wide lanes shared by bikes and cars. Signage encourages sharing the road.
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tinuous 5-foot shoulder that is suitable for such cyclists. Members of the public have expressed the
vision of being able to bicycle around the town center and from the center to the neighborhoods
east of Route 114. In the town center, secondary bicycle routes would follow the streets of the
historic center. North Amherst Street provides a route to Amherst.
South of Route 101, people already use the old Class VI extension of County road for walking and
bicycling, and this road could be designated as a bike route and improved as a shared use pedestrian/
bicycle path. The proposed connector road behind the businesses along Route 101 would also serve
as a link in the network of town center bike routes.
East of the town center, Bedford Center Road provides a bicycling (and walking) route to the area
east of Route 114. A shared use path already exists in front of the Bedford Village Inn. Bicycles
could then follow Village Inn Lane to Old Bedford Road, which overpasses Route 114 to connect
with Donald Street. For all on-road bicycle routes, bike route designation by the town and placement of “share the road” signs is recommended.
In other portion s of the Route 101 Corridor, sidewalks can provide an off-road option for bicycles,
and this function should be considered when improvements to segments of the highway are designed. A continuous off-road bicycle path was considered, but it was concluded that this would
not fit within the 100-foot right-of way.

5.6 Local Street Improvements
Although this study focuses on the Route 101 corridor, there are some actions that can be taken on
local roadways away from the corridor that would serve to complement the corridor plan. The
corridor plan is designed to encourage motorists to use Route 101 and to discourage motorists from
using local residential neighborhood streets as convenient but disruptive cut-through routes.
The plan encourages the use of Route 101 by providing safer and more efficient access to the corridor and by reducing delay and congestion on the highway. Actions such as the following all encourage motorists to use the corridor and discourage cut-through traffic:
Boynton St. and Plummer Road - photo by Ryk Bullock
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• upgrading the through-capacity at the existing signalized intersections of Route 114/Boynton
Street, Old Bedford Road/Constitution Drive, and at Meetinghouse Road;
• providing a double left-turn lane on the Wallace Road southbound approach to the intersection
with Route 101;
• providing traffic signals at the Joppa Hill Road/Stowell Road and Hardy Road/Jenkins Road
intersections; and
• maintaining the single lane approaches on Meetinghouse Road at the Route 101 intersection and
using signal phasing to limit green time on this cut-through route.

Route 101 at Beaver Lane. Difficult left turns from stretch
like Beaver Lane will be replaced by right turns to the turnaround at Joppa Hill Road (photo by Karen Grimmett)

Meetinghouse Road

To further discourage cut-through traffic in the town center and along existing cut-through routes
such as County Road and Meetinghouse Road, the town may want to consider introducing some
“traffic calming” measures. These are actions that discourage high speeds and provide more orderly
and safer operations at unsignalized intersections.
In the town center, motorists use the narrow historic roadways as a short-cut and travel at relatively
high speeds because the alignments of the roadways encourage this type of behavior. North Amherst
Road at the intersection of Bedford Center Road could be reconfigured so that North Amherst
Road intersects Bedford Center Road at a “T-type” intersection. North Amherst Road could also be
placed under stop sign control. Ministerial Road could also be reconfigured at the intersection with
Bedford Center Road so as to reduce the wide pavement area at the intersection. These actions can
be put in place while at the same time being sensitive to the character of the historic town center.
Relocations would occur only at the intersections. Pavement would be reduced in extent and landscaped triangles added at skew intersections. These actions were briefly discussed with the Route
101 Advisory Committee and did not reach consensus, primarily because of concerns about adversely affecting the appearance of this historic area. However, they may be worth a closer look with
the benefit of conceptual design drawings to illustrate the appearance of the town center if they
were to be implemented.
Other actions worth consideration would be the placement of roundabouts at the County Road/
Liberty Hill Road/Gault Road intersection and at the Meetinghouse Road/Patten Road/Gault Road
intersection. Roundabouts (which should not be confused with much larger rotaries and traffic
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circles) would serve to reduce travel speeds along County Road and along Meetinghouse Road and
may discourage some motorists from using these routes as an alternative route to Route 101.
Finally, a large volume of traffic filters through the narrow streets of the residential neighborhood
east of Route 114 between Donald and Boynton Streets. Cut-through would be reduced by the
improvement of the Route 114/101 intersection, but some movements, such as those via Palomino
Lane are independent of conditions on the Route 101 corridor. This is a complex issue beyond the
scope of the Route 101 Corridor Study but could be addressed in a separate study to identify a
systematic set of actions that would reduce speeds and discourage cutting through this neighborhood.
These actions would be beneficial today, with or without the Route 101 Corridor improvements.

5.7 Rejected Concepts
5.7.1 Why a Bypass is Not the Answer
Confronted with the current problems on Route 101 and projections of increasing traffic, many
people have asked, “Why not build a bypass route designed to carry this traffic and located south of
Bedford?” There are a number of reasons why this is not the answer.
• A bypass would be strongly opposed by the “receiving” communities. Merrimack and Amherst
are on record against it. The Nashua Regional Planning Commission opposes it. New Hampshire
DOT would not support it without this local support. Chances of funding even a feasibility study
are therefore very low.
• Even if the study process were to begin, there are several lengthy (and costly) steps toward a
project of this size and type: feasibility study, environmental study, listing in the state long-range
plan, funding of design, design, funding of construction, and construction. Experience with other
projects indicates that the time to completion could be 20 years or longer.
• The problems facing Route 101 in Bedford will be at a critical stage long before a bypass could
be ready.
• A bypass would cost more than $80 million and funding is unlikely without strong support from
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communities and regional planning agencies.

5.7.2 Town Center Grade Separation
It was proposed that Route 101 be depressed in an open cut with surface streets running parallel on
each side and crossing over the highway on grade-level bridges; a deck over the highway was also
considered. While this option has several advantages such as providing north-south connections
throughout the commercial center and separating local traffic from through traffic, it proved to be
both very large in its footprint, and very costly to build, probably in excess of $20 million. Rather
than improving the commercial center, a depressed roadway would take so much land as to make it
impossible for existing businesses to operate, and the entire system of roads would be out-of-scale
with its surroundings and unattractive.

5.7.3 Interchanges
As discussed above, the plan recommends improved signalized intersections where major collector
streets enter the highway. During discussions with the Advisory Committee, interchanges with overpasses were considered for Meetinghouse Road, Nashua Road, Hardy/Jenkins Roads, and Joppa
Hill/Stowell Roads. In each case, these options were rejected in favor of signalized intersections. In
general, interchanges with overpasses would:
• control entry and exit of traffic from the highway,
• provide a means to reverse direction, and
• provide connections over the highway for vehicles, pedestrians, and bicycles.

Against these benefits, two major negative factors were weighed:
• Interchanges, even in the most efficient design would have large footprints which would impact a
large area, change character, and require wetlands and/or businesses to be taken.
• Interchanges would also be more consistent with a higher speed highway rather than a developed
residential area with side streets and businesses along the roadway.
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(While interchanges are also more expensive than intersections, this consideration was not a major
factor in the deliberations.)
This decision was more clear-cut for locations like Meetinghouse Road, which has both wetlands
and a sensitive historic context. It was a closer decision at Joppa Hill Road, where there is open land
but also nearby neighborhoods. In the end, improved intersections with traffic signals were selected
for all locations except Nashua Road, where an overpass without access ramps is recommended.
These recommended concepts are discussed in detail in the sections above.
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